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Abstract 

Atmosphere clean would play a newly innovative role so that the strategic plans need to be given in the future. The collaborative 

operation would be pursuing in light of varying functional entities for completing a series reformative constitution in the high end 

products research and manufacture, as an important conclusion of whose strategic plan for satisfying those suggestions is needed to 

construct continuously. New talents especially mathematical expertise are going to be welcomed for joining the national enterprise like 

institution to push the highly innovative and creative activities further in institutions and universities. A investor has pursued the 

transaction and her profit has been attaining 2,700 yuan and 3,500 yuan in light of [Aoma Electric Corp.], which is reported in WeChat 

of Internet, April 16th, 2024. The more profit would be arrived whilst the risk becomes the higher. At the same time, the talents and 

sustainability economy will promote each other and mutually affect whilst the former has a basis effectiveness to the latter. 

Keywords: principle; developing sustainable economy; stocks; price; mathematical talent; shares; customer; company; atmosphere; 
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Introduction 

In current situation the stock market would be prevalent with 

enhancing more and more people for joining the stock market to 

exchange. The important effective factor may be heavier than 

before. For the sake of satisfying this demand the principle would 

be supposed through scientific data from simulating method with 

quadratic function of mathematical numerous calculation which is 

established according to the microeconomics knowledge through 

proposing stock shares̖ labour and capital distribution. As for 

developing high quality sustainability economy is going to seize 

the opportunity through regulated each aspect of profiting 

allocation and especially in clean atmosphere one. In light of 

distributing those allocations the scientific one will be formed for 

improving parameters precision whilst the others would have 

included in increasing efficiency and declining cost. Only in those 

methods can the scientific modelling could be being attained for 

sustaining economy, finance and stocks development. The more 

high educational talents could have been demanded in future 

specially in institution of university, thereof the expertise training 

should be needed in scientific and technical institution of university 

& research and development division in a firm where the highest 

talents will be anticipated in near future. At the same time, the 

talent and sustainability will promote each other and mutually 

affect whilst the former has a basis effectiveness to the latter. 

Mathematical talents will be prevalent in current society especially 

in institution and university who can solve matters happened in our 

surround. They can finish sophisticated matters with simplification 

formulae for key results met in our working and live. For example, 

the below calculation about stock choice on the key parameters 

with price, shares and profit etc. which may influence our decision 

for investment of stocks. Thereby the talents including auxiliary 

AI(Artificial Intelligence) diagnosis indicator must be recruited 

primarily in order to acquire more reasonable price for predicting 

the market situation. The principle of dealing with the stock 

becomes key technological knowledge on middle price of stocks if 
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the right stock could be chosen in light of the risk for stock 

business. On the other side, the corrective modelings could be used 

for analyzing every emphasis manufacturer price is precision well. 

To create technology and achievement transformation may 

improve green low carbon, energy enterprise and digital technique 

melting development. Maintaining key competition capacity may 

be enhanced in resource industry and circular economy. In current 

state, many sustainability economies would mutually affect and 

correlate with sustainability economy, stock and green financial 

new developments. They will wield accordingly other disciplines 

for creating new functional ones to teach and learn & search for 

further research from now on. The created one would be utilized 

for new direction to be searched in university firstly, and then it 

can be used in manufacturer after evaluating its cost and functional 

improvement [1-9]. 

Discussions 

Schematic modelling indication for choosing stocks 

 
Figure 1: Schema between profits and shares in light of the profit line and 

total cost curve. 

As shown in Figure 1 it may be shown the maximum profit has 

been attaining about 35, 000 yuan with owning 7,000 shares for 32 

yuan buying price at the c point according to the modelling 

computations. Beyond that point with 7,000 shares the more profit 

would be arrived whilst the risk becomes higher, which was 

observed. The capital input will be an important factor for 

enhancing the stock price. The c, c′ & c′′ represents the intersection 

whose mean has been presenting that the profit may equal to the 

total cost while A, B & C presents those three points respectively 

in shares, its value will surpass the maximum cost & exceed the 

zero cost respectively. Thereby, the quantity more than c′ will be 

profiting more money whilst c′′ will be earning most money 

according to the modelling calculation of high stock prices with 

quadratic and linear equations as mentioned above. This paper 

would not ensure that the earning money must happen in light of 

the mentioned advice value since the risk should be prudential 

under much consideration. North Capital has indicated overseas 

institution investors primarily who own much capital and expertise 

research capability & collecting information teams. Since North 

Capital has been prior to domestic one step the smart capital may 

be named as A stock indicator [7]. [Aoma Electric Corp.] has a 

benefit with 2,700 yuan on April 15th, 2024. China posts 5.3% 

growth in Q1 in 2024 whilst the figure includes in export and 

import a 5.1% increase, moreover that posts 6.1% increase 

compared with last year in light of China National Bureau of 

Statistics. [10] In light of expert the following will be happening. -

Competitive products are vital to global economic growth; - Tech-

intensive products drive trade momentum at Canton fair. 2024 

Haina Expo event hosts over 4,000 brands from 71 countries and 

regions. On April 17th 2024 A stock three big indexes today totally 

regulates back. By the end of over Hu index declines 0.29%, 

Shencheng one declines 1.04% while growth enterprise index 

declines 1.76%. Hu and Shen two cities transaction exceeds 850 

billion yuan and north capital today net selling above 6 billion 

yuan. Business plates increases little and declines much, mineral 

one̖ chemical fertilizer̖ engineer counselling̖ aerospace and 

astrospace̖ petrolum̖ gas increases in front while photovoltaic 

equipment̖ education̖ semiconductor̖ battery plate declines in front. 

Above would be plate exhibition and end summary will be as 

below. Today market fluctuate and regulates, periodical stocks 

again anti-force activity. Affection by international oil price 

increases oil and gas device plate today force increases like 

phosphorus chemical, military direction is active. However, plate 

exhibits increase and decline trend so market chasing high will still 

is going to be not sufficient. On the other side, technology and new 

energy becomes killing market mainly while consumption 

electronic, semiconductor, AI, photovoltaic etc divisional 

distribution declines at the front [11]. At the fluctuating market the 

focus on low air economy, achievement predicts in turns, thereby 

fitting to the step will be still key. 

Fostering talents for mathematics 

In China the top universities in mathematics expertise 

strengthening basis plan have been recruiting the advantaging 

GaoKao mathematical score with above 140 in 2024. Zhongshan 

University will recruit those students advantageously while East 

China Normal University is going to add 50% mathematical score 

to the general score for being recruited [1]. The universities in 

mathematics expertise are aligned as Table 1 in light of the 

exhibition scale besides Zhejiang University, Zhongshan 

University, Sichuan University and Beijing normal university & 

Nanjing University. Chengdong Qiu who is a famous mathematical 

scientist said that in future ten years China will be cultivating many 

mathematical talents for strengthening nation. China still has many 

potential talents for pursuing mathematics where they are found in 

Gaokao and international Olympic contest etc., thereby we should 

pay more attention to the that expertise score with choosing 

excellent ones to pursue mathematical field for developing nation 

entity. So from now on the talents must be found the more, the more 

advantageous condition nation has because the mathematics will 

be essential and significant one to a nation scientific and 

engineering development. We have to aware that one and hurry to 
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attract and seek that fitting one serving on first frontier to solve all 

kinds of theoretic knowledge. Von Neumann as a computer 

scientific father participated the nuclear weapon making which was 

being made named for Manhattan project in June, 1942 is needed 

to be computed by numerous carefully theoretic simulation in 

second war. The famous mathematical scientists like Wiener and 

Shannon has promoted information and communication control 

development, so in current 5G times there is still their shadows. 

The president Yuanpei Cai of Peking university said that 

mathematics is pure scientific to be number one department, it 

exceeds the world 200 years in advance as a basis from each 

department. 

Table 1: The top universities in Mathematics expertise alignment in 

China. 

Item 

No. 
University 

Mathematics 

scale 

1 Peking University A+ 

2 Fudan University A+ 

3 Shandong University A+ 

4 
University of Science and 

Technology of China 
A 

5 Tsinghua University A 

6 Shanghai Jiaotong University A 

How to understand stock model reference 

Stock model refers to a method or model system used to analyze 

and predict the trend of stock market. It is usually based on a series 

of data and indicators, such as fundamental data, market sentiment, 

technical indicators, etc., through mathematical modeling and 

statistical analysis and other methods, to build a repeatable model 

or system for predicting the stock market [6]. A stock model 

usually consists of a number of different models, each responsible 

for analyzing different aspects, such as a company's financial 

condition, supply and demand in the market, policy changes, and 

so on. These models form a complete forecasting system through 

data sharing and information integration. Stock models are widely 

used in practice because they can help investors better understand 

market trends and predict stock price movements, thus making 

more informed investment decisions. However, stock models are 

not omnipotent, and they also have certain limitations, such as 

changes in data sources, market sentiment and other factors will 

affect the accuracy and prediction effect of the model. Therefore, 

in the use of stock models, investors should be based on their own 

investment objectives and risk tolerance, combined with the actual 

situation for comprehensive consideration and analysis. Overall, a 

stock model is a sophisticated investment tool that can help 

investors better understand and predict market trends. According 

to the actual situation, investors should combine the stock model 

and other investment methods to develop their own investment 

strategy to achieve better investment returns. 

 

 

Conclusions 

The government making policies to guarantee and monitor its 

course could be finished collaboratively and correlatively with 

firms unit. With regard to strengthening the educated talents they 

should be expertise ability under college department speciality who 

is able to complete that task for a certain degree in R & D(Research 

& Development) department. The primary task met in regional 

economic development should be planned with strategic diagram 

and applied to a series of various departments. Cooperative and 

initiative ability and aptitude whose standing is going to affect the 

innovation action indirectly would be demanded in high quality 

new productivity developmental one where the technologically 

innovative achievement transformation and industrial 

modernization would be attained. A investor has pursued 

transaction and gained 2,700 yuan of profit for [Aoma Electric] 

according to report on WeChat of Internet, April 16th, 2024. At the 

same time, the talents of expertise would affect mutually with 

sustainable economy whilst the former can be based on the latter. 

The mathematical talents will be advantageous resource for solving 

some matters for us to share who is needed indeed. 
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